Abstract-We study the problem of communication over a discrete arbitrarily varying channel (AVC) when a noisy version of the state is known non-causally at the encoder. The state is chosen by an adversary which knows the coding scheme. A state-myopic encoder observes this state non-causally, though imperfectly, through a noisy discrete memoryless channel (DMC). We first characterize the capacity of this state-dependent channel when the encoder-decoder share randomness unknown to the adversary, i.e., the randomized coding capacity. Next, we show that when only the encoder is allowed to randomize, the capacity remains unchanged when positive. Interesting and wellknown special cases of the state-myopic encoder model are also presented.
I. INTRODUCTION
Consider the communication setup in Fig. 1 , where a message M is sought to be transmitted over a memoryless statedependent channel W Y |X,S . The channel state is controlled by a jamming adversary which knows the coding scheme and can input arbitrary state vectors S, possibly through randomized strategies. The adversary's choice of state S is revealed noncausally, though imperfectly, to the encoder. In particular, we assume that along with M , the encoder has a noisy or myopic view 1 Z of state S, where S is observed through a discrete memoryless channel (DMC) P Z|S . In this work, we study the capacity of this state-dependent channel under a state-myopic encoder.
State-dependent channels, especially discrete channels which are the focus in the work, have received considerable attention in literature. For such channels, the capacity under non-causal awareness of the state at the encoder, when components of the random state are generated according to a known independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) process, was characterized in the seminal work of Gel'fand and Pinsker [2] . Cover and Chiang [3] characterized the capacity when the 1 The myopic view model was introduced in [1] .
encoder's non-causal view was corrupted via a noisy DMC (see also [4] for a simpler proof). Versions of each of these problems under causal knowledge of state have also appeared (cf. [5] - [7] ).
Ahlswede [8] analysed an adversarial version of this Gel'fand-Pinsker problem [2] , where the channel state S may be chosen arbitrarily. Several other closely related adversarial channel models (see, for instance, [9] - [12] and some of the references therein) have subsequently been studied. More generally, all of these channels belong to the class of arbitrarily varying channels (AVC), first proposed in [13] . The AVC framework has subsequently been employed extensively to study varied adversarial communication problems. It is well known (cf. [14] , [15] ) that the nature of results for AVCs crucially depend upon the assumptions made with respect to (w.r.t.) the communication system, for instance, the knowledge/capabilities possessed by the adversary and/or user. Adversary models have, in particular, received considerable attention. Several models have appeared, ranging from a 'blind' or oblivious adversary with no knowledge of the codeword (e.g. [13] , [16] , [17] ) to an omniscient adversary with a perfect knowledge of the codeword (e.g. [18] , [19] ). More generally, a myopic adversary with a noisy view of the codeword was studied in [1] under randomized coding. A sufficiently myopic adversary model, where the adversary's view is more noisy than the level of channel noise it can hope to induce, was recently considered in [20] .
In this work, reversing the gaze from the adversary to the user, we study the impact of myopicity at the encoder vis-à-vis the adversary's jamming state. Our state-myopic encoder model can be viewed as a bridge connecting Ahlswede's stateomniscient model [8] with zero or no state-myopicity (i.e., under a full-rate observation channel) to the state-oblivious model in [13] , [16] , [17] with full state-myopicity (i.e., under a zero-rate observation channel). We refine this view through our main results. We first characterize the randomized coding capacity. Towards upper bounding the rate, our converse uses a memoryless, but crucially, a non-identically distributed jamming strategy which may depend on the code. Our proof of achievability uses the approach in [11] , and employs a refined Markov lemma [11] . This approach is different from the two-step approach in [8] which entails first studying a compound channel version (only memoryless jamming strate-gies permissible) of the problem, followed by determining the randomized coding capacity using the 'robustification technique' [8, pg. 625 ]. We then show that when only the encoder can privately randomize, the capacity remains unchanged when non-zero.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We introduce the notation and the problem setup in Section II. The main results are stated in Section III, while their proofs are presented in Section IV. We discuss some implications of our results, in particular, we elaborate upon aforementioned connections to well-known problems, and make concluding remarks in Section V.
II. NOTATION AND PROBLEM SETUP

A. Notation
Let us denote random variables by upper case letters (e.g. X), the values they take by lower case letters (e.g. x) and their alphabets by calligraphic letters (e.g. X ). We use the boldface notation to denote random vectors (e.g. X) and their values (e.g. x). Here the vectors are of length n (e.g. X = (X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X n )), where n is the block length of operation.
We use the l ∞ norm denoted by . ∞ for discrete vectors. For a set X , let P(X ) be the set of all probability distributions on X . Similarly, let us write as P(X |Y), the set of all conditional distributions of a random variable with alphabet X conditioned on another random variable with alphabet Y. Let X and Y be two random variables. Then, we denote the distribution of X by P X (·), the joint distribution of (X, Y ) by P XY (·, ·) and the conditional distribution of X given Y by P X|Y (·|·). We denote the marginal distribution of X obtained from P X,Y by [P X,Y ] X . Distributions corresponding to strategies adopted by the adversary are denoted by Q instead of P for clarity. Functions will be denoted in lowercase letters (e.g., f ). We denote a type of X by T X . Given sequences x, y, we denote by T x the type of x, by T x,y the joint type of (x, y) and by T x|y the conditional type of x given y. For ∈ (0, 1), the set of -typical sequences x for a distribution P X is T n (P X ) = {x : T x − P X ∞ ≤ }, and for a joint distribution P X,Y and x ∈ X n , the set of conditionally -typical set of sequences y, conditioned on x, is defined as
B. Problem Setup
As shown in Fig. 1 , a message M is sent over an AVC with user input X, jamming state S and channel output Y . Random variables X, S and Y take values in finite sets X , S and Y respectively. The channel behaviour is given by the fixed distribution W Y |X,S . We consider the standard block coding framework with block length n, where X i , S i and Y i denote the symbols associated with the i-th time instant. The jamming state S is chosen by the adversary. Let Q S denote its distribution, which is arbitrary and unknown to user. A state-myopic encoder receives two inputs: message M and a noisy and non-causal version Z of the state S. Here Z, where Z i ∈ Z, ∀i and |Z| < ∞, is output by a fixed DMC P Z|S under input S. The encoder transmits X on the channel. Upon receiving its noisy version Y, the decoder outputs an estimatẽ M of the message M .
An (n, R) deterministic code of block length n and rate R consists of a deterministic encoder-decoder pair (ψ, φ), where ψ : {1, 2, . . . , 2 nR } × Z n → X n and decoder φ : Y n → {0, 1, 2, . . . , 2 nR }, where an output of 0 indicates decoding error. We assume that 2 nR is an integer. An (n, R) randomized code of block length n and rate R is a random variable (denoted by Θ) which takes values in the set of (n, R) deterministic codes. For an (n, R) randomized code, the maximum probability of error is given by P (n) e := max m max Q S P(φ(Y) = m|M = m), where the probability is evaluated over the AVC W Y |X,S , the channel P Z|S , the shared randomness Θ and adversary's action. A rate R is achievable if for any > 0, there exists an n 0 ( ) large enough such that for all n ≥ n 0 ( ) there exist (n, R) randomized codes with corresponding P (n) e less than . We define the capacity as the supremum of all achievable rates. An (n, R) code with stochastic encoder of block length n and rate R consists of a stochastic encoder-deterministic decoder pair (Ψ, φ), where Ψ :
Here an output of 0 indicates a decoding error. For an (n, R) code with stochastic encoder, the maximum probability of error is given by P
Here the probability is evaluated over the AVC W Y |X,S , the channel P Z|S , the encoding map and the adversary's action. The definitions of achievable rate and capacity under codes with stochastic encoder can be analogously stated as earlier.
III. THE MAIN RESULTS
Define the set P Q (Z) := {P Z ∈ P(Z) : P Z = [Q S P Z|S ] Z , Q S ∈ P(S)}. Given P Z ∈ P Q (Z) and some Q S ∈ P(S), where [P Z|S Q S ] Z = P Z , and under fixed P U |Z and function x : U × Z → X , let I(U ; Y ) − I(U ; Z) denote the mutual information quantity evaluated under the joint distribution Q S P Z|S P U |Z 1 {X=x(U,Z)} W Y |X,S . Let U denote the alphabet of U . We define 2 C * := min
where P U |Z ∈ P(U|Z), x : U × Z → X and |U| ≤ |X | |Z| . We now state our first result. Theorem 1. The randomized coding capacity C r under maximum probability of error criterion is
The proof of this result is presented in Section IV.
Theorem 2. The capacity C s for codes with stochastic encoder equals the randomized coding capacity when positive.
The proof of this result can be found in Section IV. Remarks: 1 . Although our results are stated under a maximum (over messages) probability of error criterion, they continue to hold under an average (over messages) probability of error criterion as well. This is because while achievability is proved under the maximum probability of error criterion, our converse is proved under an average probability error of criterion. 2. Our state-myopic encoder model generalizes, through the degree of myopicity, the fully state-myopic model [13] as well as the zero state-myopic model [8] . Refer the discussion in Section V for details.
IV. PROOFS
A. Proof outline of Theorem 1 1) Converse: Owing to space constraints, the detailed proof can be found in the extended draft [21] .
2) Achievability: We only provide an outline of the proof of achievability. The detailed proof uses the approach in [22] , and can be found in [21] . Our outline includes a brief description of the randomized code followed by an overview of the error analysis. Code design:
• For every type T Z ∈ P Q (Z), choose the optimal P U |Z and x(·, ·) according to (2) . Now generate
• Our randomly generated code contains this list of binned codebooks for every T Z ∈ P Q (Z), and is shared between the encoder and decoder. Through the available shared randomness Θ, the encoder-decoder will jointly select one code from this ensemble and use it for communication. This process is equivalent to the code being randomly generated and then shared between encoder-decoder pair.
Encoder operations:
• The encoder knows m and z. It first calculates the type T z . Next, it identifies codebook C(T z ) and the corresponding optimal pair (P U |Z , x(u, z)) (via (2)). Within bin m of the codebook C(T z ), it now checks to see if there exists any codeword u m,k , k = 1, 2, . . . , 2 nR(Tz) , jointly typical with the observed z under the distribution P U |Z T z . If so, let the chosen codeword be u, else let u := u 1,1 . 3 The notation P Z f ( ) ≈ P Z means that for distributions P Z , P Z ∈ P(Z), we have P Z − P Z ∞ ≤ f ( ), where f ( ) > 0 and f ( ) → 0 as → 0.
• Next, it generates x, where x i = x(u i , z i ), i = 1, 2, . . . , n. It then sends the type T z 4 and x over the channel. As there are up to a polynomial number of types [14] , for large enough n, the rate required to convey T z is at most /2.
• Observe that the overall rate of this coding scheme (message rate is given by the smallest rate of codebook C(T Z ) for any type T Z ∈ P Q (Z))
where (a) follows from (3). Decoder operations:
• The decoder knows T z and observes channel output y. It first identifies the set of conditional types
The set Q (n) (T z ) contains types T S which result in a Z-marginal distribution close to the observed type T z .
• The decoder next determines the set of codewords u such that (u, y) are jointly typical w.r.t. the distribution
If there is a unique such codeword u, then it outputs its bin index as the message estimate. Otherwise, it outputsm = 0 indicating decoding error. Error analysis: An error can occur for actual codeword u ∈ C(T z ) due to (i) u not being decoded correctly, and (ii) some wrong codeword u ∈ C(T z ) decoded incorrectly. A decoding error for the actual codeword can occur under the following cases:
• Given m and z, the encoder cannot find within codebook C(T z ) any u jointly typical with z w.r.t. the joint distribution P U |Z T z . However, as the rateR(T Z ) > I Tz (U ; Z), the probability that the encoder cannot find such a codeword u is exponentially small (via covering lemma [23] ).
• Let u be the codeword chosen by the encoder. A decoding error can occur if this u does not satisfy the decoding condition under any jamming state s. We show that with high probability (w.h.p.) 5 such a possibility is precluded. Note that z observed is typical w.r.t P Z|S T s . In fact, the type T z ∈ P Q (Z) and T z is 'close to' the Z-marginal [P Z|S T s ] Z . This implies that T s is one of the types considered by the decoder, i.e., T s ∈ Q(T z ). As (u, z) are jointly typical according to P U |Z T z , they are also jointly typical (though with a slightly larger slack) w.r.t.
We now use a version of the refined Markov lemma [11, Lemma 8] to show that (u, z, s) are jointly typical according to P U |Z P Z|S T s . As x is generated via function x(U, Z), it follows (using a version of the conditional typicality lemma [23] ) that (u, z, s, x) are jointly typical according to P U |Z P Z|S T s 1 {X=x(U,Z)} . A similar argument guarantees that y generated through the memoryless channel W Y |X,S is such that the tuple (u, z, s, x, y) is w.h.p. jointly typical according to P U |Z P Z|S T s 1 {X=x(U,Z)} W Y |X,S . Thus, it follows that w.h.p. (u, y) are jointly typical according to the distribution [P U |Z P Z|S T s 1 {X=x(U,Z)} W Y |X,S ] U,Y . This guarantees that w.h.p. the actual codeword will be decoded correctly at the decoder. For a decoding error possibly caused by wrong codewords:
• The decoder receives T z and finds codebook C(T z ).
Owing to our choice of R U (T z ), for any given 'candidate' T S ∈ Q(T z ), the probability that there exists some codeword u jointly typical with y w.r.t. the dis-
is exponentially small (via the packing lemma [23] ). As there are only up to a polynomial number of types T S , the probability that the above error event can occur for any T S ∈ Q(T z ) is also exponentially small.
B. Proof of Theorem 2
We have already established a more general converse under randomized coding in Theorem 1. Our proof of achievability uses an approach similar to that in [8] and has two parts: (a) de-randomization: to show that a shared randomness of O(2 log(n)) bits is sufficient to achieve C r . (b) code concatenation: to show that there exists (under non-zero capacity) a concatenated code with stochastic encoder which achieves randomized coding capacity. Part (a): Recall that in Theorem 1, we established the existence of a randomized code, say C = (Ψ, Φ), of any rate arbitrarily close to the capacity C r (see (2) ) with vanishing maximum probability of error. Thus, given any > 0, for the code C we have P (n) e ≤ , i.e., P (n) e (m, s) ≤ , ∀m, s. Consider K independent random codebook selections from the randomized code C (i.e, i.i.d. selection via the randomized code distribution). Let the K outcomes be the deterministic codes C i := (ψ i , φ i ), i = 1, 2, . . . , K, where (ψ i , φ i ) denote the encoder-decoder pair for code C i . Given m, s and C i , let the resulting probability of error be P (n) e (m, s, C i ), where the probability is over W Y |X,S and P Z|S . Note that
We now use Bernstein's trick [8] and note that for any µ > 0,
where (a) follows from the Markov inequality. As P (n) e (m, s, C i ), i = 1, 2, . . . , K, are independent and identically distributed, it follows that
We get (a) by noting that P (5) and (6), we get
Allowing for any m, s, and taking the union bound, we have
= e −(K(µ−log(1+ e))−n(R log(2)+log |S|)) .
which is vanishing as n → ∞ when K = n 2 and µ( ) > log(1 + e), where µ( ) → 0 as → 0. As > 0 is arbitrary, this implies that that for any rate R < C r , there exists a randomized code with an ensemble comprising up to n 2 deterministic codebooks such that its maximum probability of error is vanishing as n → ∞.
Part (b):
We now show that when the capacity is positive, there exists a code with stochastic encoder which also achieves the randomized coding capacity. For any positive R < C r and any µ > 0, consider an (n, R) randomized code (Ψ, Φ) :
with maximum probability of error P (n) e ≤ µ (we know from part (a) that such a code exists). As the capacity is positive, it follows that there exists a simple coding scheme with a stochastic encoder (Ψ ∆ , φ ∆ ) with block length n ∆ (here n ∆ = o(n)), where
and φ : Y n ∆ → {1, 2, . . . , n 2 }, and its maximum probability of errorμ < µ, such that the rate is arbitrarily small for large enough n. Using code (Ψ ∆ , φ ∆ ) along with (Ψ, Φ), we now define a new concatenated code with stochastic encoder (Ψ,φ) over a block lengthñ := n + n ∆ . Given the larger block lengthñ, let random vectors and their actual values be denoted byṼ := (V ∆ , V) andṽ := (v ∆ , v). For our concatenated code with stochastic encoder, letΨ : {1, 2, . . . , 2 nR } × Zñ → P(Xñ) andφ : Yñ → {1, 2, . . . , 2 nR } be given as
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It can be shown that under code (Ψ,φ) and ∀m,s = (s ∆ , s), the probability of error Pñ e (m,s) ≤ 2µ. See [21] for details. This implies that the maximum probability of error for the code (Ψ,φ) is at most 2µ. As µ > 0 was arbitrary and since the rate penalty is vanishing as n → ∞, the proof is complete.
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION Our state-myopic encoder model unifies an entire spectrum of problems with encoder models ranging from the fully statemyopic model [13] to the zero state-myopic model [8] as discussed below.
Full State-Myopicity: Owing to full myopicity, the encoder observes Z ⊥ S, where Z has a fixed distribution P Z . Thus, the encoder learns nothing about the state S, and hence, disregards Z. This makes the outer minimization (over a fixed P Z ) trivial. We now set U = X in (1) to get C * ,obl := max
where the last equality follows from I(U ; Z) = I(X; Z) = 0 as X ⊥ Z. Thus, under a state-oblivious encoder, the randomized coding capacity C This retrieves the results in [8] . In particular, the randomized coding capacity C omn r = C * ,omn , which equals the capacity under codes with stochastic encoder C omn s , when C omn s > 0. We determined the randomized coding capacity for the AVC W Y |X,S under a state-myopic encoder, and then showed that it equals the capacity for codes with stochastic encoder when the latter is positive. It remains to be shown, however, how both C r and C s compare when C s equals zero. This question has been completely resolved for the two special cases discussed earlier. It is interesting to note that both these models behave quite differently. Under a state-oblivious encoder, C obl s exhibits a dichotomy [16] , [17] , i.e., either C [8] . Further, the deterministic coding capacity too has been characterized for these two special cases of our model. However, the standard approach (cf. [8, pg . 623]) of 'extracting' a 'good' deterministic code, which is common to both problems, does not appear to work in our more general setting, thereby making this problem challenging. Other interesting extensions include studying the effects of causality and cost constraints at the encoder/adversary, as well as the generalization to continuous alphabets. Some of these are currently under investigation.
